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Zusammenfassung

Pflanzenarten produktiver oder gestörter Standorte besitzen eine höhere relative

Wachstumsrate (RGR) und können besser Nährstoffe aufnehmen als Arten ungünstiger

Standorte. Eine hohe Nährstoffaufnahmekapazität wird durch ein weitreichendes

Wurzelsystem ermöglicht. Eine optimale Nährstoffaufnahme bei gegebener Biomasse

erreichen Pflanzen mit dünnen Wurzeln geringer Gewebedichte, was jedoch zu einer

geringen Zugfestigkeit und einer kurzen Lebensdauer führt. In der vorliegenden Arbeit

wurde deshalb untersucht, wie sich diese für die Ökologie der Pflanzen wichtigen

Eigenschaften in der Anatomie der Wurzeln widerspiegeln.

Wir untersuchten Wurzeln von 19 Grasarten, die sich in ihren ökologischen

Ansprüchen unterscheiden. Wir ermittelten die Gcwebcdichtc (TMD,), den

Wurzeldurchmesser und weitere anatomische Parameter und korrelierten diese mit

Parametern, die das ökologische Verhalten der Arten charakterisieren. Die

anatomischen Parameter waren nur entweder mit der RGR oder mit der Pflanzenhöhe

korreliert. RGR korrelierte negativ mit Parametern, die zur Festigkeit betragen: dem

Trockengewichtsanteil in Blättern, fMD, und dem Anteil des Zcntralzylinders am

Wurzelquerschnitt. Auf einen gegebene Wurzeldurchmesser bezogen, bildeten langsam

wachsende Arten ausserdem kleinere und zusätzlich weniger Xylemelemente. Wir

vermuten, dass damit eine geringere Anfälligkeit gegen Lufteintritt und Embolien im

Xylem verbunden ist. Die Pflanzenhöhe korrelierte positiv mit Parametern, die auf eine

hohe Transportkapazität in der Wurzeln hindeuten: der Wurzel-Querschnittfläche, die

Gesamtxylemfläche und der mittleren Durchmesser der Xylemelemente. Die

interspezifische Variation in TMD, konnte durch den Anteil des Zcntralzylinders am

Wurzelquerschnitt und dem Anteil der Zellwände im Querschnitt des Zentralzylinders

erklärt werden. fMD, steht in Beziehung zur Ökologie der Arten und korrelierte

deshalb mit den Rllenbergschcn Nährstoff-Zeigerwerten.

Eine hohe Gewebedichte ist ein Ausdruck anatomischer Merkmale, die für die

Nährstoffcrhaltung in der Ptianze zuständig sind. Deshalb untersuchten wir den

Zusammenhang zw ischen dem Turnover der Wurzeln, RGR und TMD, und den mit der

Gewebedichte verwandten anatomischen Parametern. Der Turnover wurde durch

Anfärben mit TIC (2.3.5-tripheiwltetrazoliumchloncO bestimmt, turnover und

Blattlebensdauer waren negati\ korreliert. Beide korrelierten mit den

Nährstoffzeigcrwcrten; somit kann ein Zusammenhang zwischen der Lebensdauer

pflanzlicher Gewebe und dem Habitat einer Art angenommen werden. Der Turnover

und die Blattlebensdauer aus der I iteratur korrelierte miteinander und mit
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Zellwandanteil im Zcntralzylinder. Dies deutet auf eine wichtige Rolle des

Zcntralzylinders für die Lebensdauer der Wurzeln hin. RGR war nicht mit der

Lebensdauer der Gewebe korreliert. Man kann das damit erklären, dass RGR und die

Lebensdauer in unterschiedlichen Wachstumsfasen der Pflanzen bestimmt wurden.

Den Rinfluss der Ressourcen-Verfügbarkeit auf die Wurzel-Anatomie

untersuchten wir in einem Experiment mit acht Grasarten. Eine hohe Photonen-Fluss-

Dichtc (PFD) und hohe Nährstoffverfügbarkeit führten zu einer hohen

Biomasseproduktion und dicken Wurzeln. Eine geringer Trockengewichtsanteil an der

oberirdischen Biomasse (DM/FMa) kompensierte für die geringer Lichteinstrahlung.

Die Pflanzen bildeten einen höhere Blattflächenanteil. Die damit verbundene höheren

Transpiration führte zu einer höhere Wasserleitfähigkeit in den Wurzeln: sie bildeten

relativ grössere Xylemelemente und erhöhten dadurch den Anteil des Xylems am

Wurzelquerschnitt. DM/FMa, war bereits bei 30% PFD deutlich niedriger, TMD, erst

bei eingeschränktem Wachstum, bei 5.5% PFD. Ausserdem reagierte DM/FMa auch auf

Nährstoffe, während TMD, nicht reagierte. Unter 100%) PFD bewirkte die hohe

Nährstoffkonzentration keine Veränderungen im Xylem. Durch die

Wachstumsreduktion unter 5.5% PFD wurde auch die Anzahl der Zellen im

Zentralzylinder geringer und der Anteil des Zentralzylinders am Wurzelquerschnitt

zusammen mit 'fMD, erniedrigt. Das unterschiedliche Verhalten der Grasarten im

Bezug auf Licht, konnten wir nicht mit ihrer unterschiedlichen Ökologie erklären.
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Summary

Species from productive or disturbed habitats have a higher inherent relative growth

rate (RGR) and a higher resource acquisition capacity than species characteristic of

habitats with unfavourable conditions. Acquisition capacity for below-ground resources

is associated with an extensive root system. For a given biomass, thinner roots, with a

low tissue mass density increase root system length and nutrient uptake. However, a low

tensile strength and the short life-span of thin roots with a low tissue mass density sets

the limits for maximising root length. The aim of the present study was to investigate

how these ecologically important constraints are reilccted in root anatomy.

We investigated experimentally root tissue mass density (TMD,), root diameter

and several characteristics of root anatomy in 19 grass species from different habitats

and related these parameters to the ecological behaviour of the species. We found a

dichotomy between the root anatomical characteristics associated with interspecific

variation in relative growth rate (RGR) and those associated with variation in plant

height at maturit}. RGR correlated negativel} with anatomical characteristics which

contribute to robustness: dry matter content in leaves. TMD,, and proportion of stele on

root cross-sectional area. For a given root diameter, slow-growing species had smaller,

albeit more numerous, xylem vessels, indicating a higher resistance against cavitation

and protection against embolisms. Plant height correlated positively with characteristics

related to root transport capacity: root cross-sectional area, total xylem area and mean

vessel area. Interspecific variation in TMD, was explained by the proportion of stele of

the root cross-sectional area and the proportion of cell wall in the stele. TMD, was

associated with the ecological beha\ iour of a species, correlating with indicator values

for nitrogen.

For species appearing under low resource availability a high tissue mass density

might not be an advantage b\ itself, but rather a reflection of anatomical traits important

for an efficient nutrient conservation. Long living tissues have often been suggested as

an explanation for their long term success. 1 hus we investigated the relationship

between turnover of roots. RGR and TMD, and its related anatomical parameters,

lurnover of roots was obtained b> staining root pieces with TTC (2,3,5-triphenyltetra-

zoliumchlorid). Root turno\er correlated with leaf life-span of the species, obtained
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from literature. Both these traits correlated with TMD, and indicator values for nitrogen,

reflecting the close relationship between life-span of species, TMDr and the habitat of

species. The proportion of cell wall in the stele was the anatomical trait which

correlated with both measurements of life-span, indicating a pivotal role of the stele for

the longevity of roots. RGR was not correlated with life-span of plant tissue. This may

have been a result of measuring RGR and leaf- and root life-span at different life stages

of the plants.

Changes in resource availability may also influence tissue structure. Thus, in order to

investigate variation in plasticity in TMD, and root anatomy as a response to variation

in resources we conducted an experiment with eight ecologically contrasting grass

species. A high photon flux density and a high nutrient availability led to a high

biomass production and to thick roots. In shade and at high nutrient supply plants built

roots with a relatively higher transport capacity b} producing relatively larger xylem

vessels and a higher ratio of x\ lern area on root cross-sections. This may reflect the high

leaf area ratio and transpiration under such conditions. In contrast to DM/FMd, which

was already lower at 30% PFD. TMD, was only lower, when growth was limited at

5.5%) PFD. Additionally, nutrient limitation increased DM/FMa, but not TMD,. Under

100% PFD higher nutrient supph did not affect x\ lern vessels. The reduction in growth

under 5.5% PFD also reduced the number of stele cells, with the consequence of a

smaller proportion of stele and together with a lower TMD,. We found no consistent

trends in the reaction of species to light limitation which could be related to their

ecological associations.
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1 General Introduction and Thesis Outline

An important idea of modern ecology is that the habitat acts as the template for the

evolution of plant characteristics. Through natuial selection, plants have evolved

different suites of morphological, anatomical and physiological traits that allow them to

grow in contrasting habitats. For example, the growth potential of a species and the

characteristic of its natural habitat are closely related; species from productive or

disturbed habitats tend to have a higher inherent relative growth rate (RGR) than stress

tolerant species characteristic of habitats with unfavorable conditions (Grime & Hunt,

1975; Poorter & Remkes, 1990; I ambers & Poorter, 1992). High RGR allows a plant to

increase resource uptake by fast growth of roots into unoccupied areas rich in water and

nutrients, and fast shoot growth into canopy gaps (Küppers, 1985; Crick & Grime,

1987; Eissenstat & Caldwell, 1989).

It has often been assumed that a plant's relative growth rate depends on the

allocation of biomass to photosvnthetic tissue. High allocation to roots or stems has

been postulated to lower RGR (Tilman, 1988). However, fast growth requires both

above-ground and below-ground resources and we might expect that the actual growth

rate is determined by a plants ability to acquire both above-ground and below-ground

resources (Ryser & Lambers. 1995). The capacit} for high acquisition of resources is

associated with an extensive root system as well as with a large leaf area (Lambers &

Poorter, 1992; Ryser, 1998; R\ser & Eek, 2000).

For a given root biomass thinner and longer roots increase nutrient uptake (Ryser

1998). However, thin roots are weak and have a low transport capacity (Mapfumo el a/..

1993; Basson et al., 1995). There are, thus, trade-offs between root length, root

thickness and biomass imestment which constrain the growth of roots. A possible

solution to this dilemma is a low investment of biomass per volume of root tissue

(tissue mass deiisin roots. TMD,), thus enabling a plant to produce longer roots but

without restricting strength transport (R\scr & Lambers, 1995). In fact, tissue mass

density is related to the ecological behaviour of a species, fast growing grass species

from nutrient-rich meadows ha\ing roots with a lower tissue mass density than grass

species characteristic of nutrient-poor habitats (R\ ser, 1996; Schläpfer & Ryser. 1996).
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However, a low RGR per se may not be the target of selection in low productive

environments. Instead, selection may act on other traits that are genetically correlated

with RGR, rather than on RGR itself (Lambers & Poorter, 1992). Conservation of

resources is such a trait. It has been suggested that for stress-tolerant species growing

under resource limited conditions, avoidance of resource loss is the target of selection

and this trait is correlated with low RGR (Bloom el ah. 1985; Aerts et al., 1992; Ryser,

1996). For example, leaf life-span has been found to be closely associated with the

mean residence time of nitrogen and phosphorus in plants (Escudcro el ah, 1992;

Eckstein el al„ 1999). Therefore, plants can avoid resource losses by producing leaves

and roots with a high life-span. In order to achieve this, the tissue has to be protected

against environmental hazards such as herbivores or drought. A high tissue mass

density has been found to be associated with a high life expectancy of leaves (Bryant el

al., 1983; Colcv, 1983; Grime et ah. 1996).

A positive relationship between life-span and tissue mass density has also been

found for roots (Ryser. 1996; Schläpfer & Ryser, 1996). The slow growth of stress-

tolerant species can thus be regarded as a consequence of their resource conservation

strategy, and tissue mass density is possibly a good indicator for this.

Several anatomical features in plants are characteristic of different tissue mass

densities. In leaves, the number and proportion of sclerenchymatous cells per cross

sectional area is negatively related to specific leaf area (SLA) and positively to tissue

mass density (Gamier & Laurent. 1994; Van Arendonk & Poorter, 1994). Thus, a low

investment in supporting structures enables plants to produce a large leaf area with a

low dry mass investment per volume. These relationships have mostly been studied in

above-ground structures. The relationship between the ecology of plant species, tissue

structure, and root anatomy are still largely unknown (Ciamporova el al., 1998).

However, there is some indication that fast growing species may have smaller stelar

diameters but a larger proportion of water conducting tissue in root cross-sections than

slow growing species (Ciamporova el ah. 1998). Thus, it is very likely that interspecific

variation in tissue mass density in roots also reflects anatomical differences.

Biomass production, allocation, anatomy, and chemical composition in an

individual plant is a result of genetic as well as environmental influences, lntraspecific

variation in these traits due to phenotypic plasticity may exceed interspecific differences

(Corrc, 1983; Abrams & Kubiske. 1990; Ashton & Berlyn. 1994; Ryser & Lambers,
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1995). For example, leaf thickness is a very plastic trait and affected by variation in

light; sun leaves are usually thicker, may develop more photosynthetic active tissue, and

develop more sclcrenchymatous cells than leaves grown in shade (Björkman, 1981;

Strauss-Debenedetti & Bazzaz, 1991; Thompson el al, 1992). There is less known

about the influence of nutrients on leaf anatomy. Nevertheless, leaves of plants grown

under low nutrient availability were discovered to produce a greater amount of

scelerenchymatous tissue and a lower specific leaf area than leaves of plants grown

under high nutrient supply (Van Arendonk et al, 1997).

Studies of environmental influences on roots have mainly focused on the effects

of variation in soil resources on root morphology (Fitter. 1996; Ciamporova el ah,

1998); studies on root anatomy in this context are rare (Kiel & Stamp, 1992;

Weerathaworn el al., 1992; Watt et al., 1996). Furthermore, data about the relationship

between environmental influences on root tissue structure are ambiguous. For example,

variation in specific root length (SRL) may reflect the tissue structure in roots, as SRL

is determined by root diameter and tissue mass density. However, nutrient limitation

may result in contrasting reactions of root thickness and tissue mass density in roots.

Thus, the effect of nutrient limitation may decrease, remain constant or increase SRI, in

interspecific comparisons (Ryser 1998).

Recent work tends to suggest that tissue mass density of roots increases as a

response to low nutrient supply (Ryser & Lambers 1995) and that light intensity also

affects tissue mass density in roots (Ryser & Eck. 2000). Despite an observed reduction

in biomass allocation to roots in shaded plants, root length and acquisition capacity

were found to be widely independent of light intensity. This indicated a compensatory

mechanism in root structure related to tissue mass density (Ryser & Eek 2000).

The question arises: How do the trade-offs between maximization of growth,

protection, and transport capacity influence root anatomy. A second question of interest

is: Which anatomical traits contribute to these root characteristics and how do they

constrain each other? Answers to these questions will be given in the first part of this

thesis.

The second part of the thesis is about the relationship of tissue mass density and

root anatomy to life-span in roots. It addresses the question of whether life-span in roots

is related to ecological characteristics of a species?
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In the third part of the thesis, we ask the question: How does phenotypic plasticity in

root anatomy contribute to the maintenance of resource acquisition and growth under

conditions of resource limitation? Finally, we ask: how are the above-mentioned trade¬

offs affected when variation in growth is caused by variation in resource availability?

1.1 Thesis Outline

In order to obtain a clear picture of the relationships between root anatomy,

structural characteristics of grass roots and the ecological behaviour of species, an

experiment was conducted with 19 grass species adapted to ecologically contrasting

habitats (Chapter 2). We determined tissue mass density in roots, and root diameter. We

related these traits to characters expressing the ecological behaviour of the species, such

as relative growth rate and plant height (and indicator values for light and nutrients).

Further, we investigated which root anatomical traits explain interspecific variation in

root tissue deusity and root diameter, and how they are associated with the ecological

behaviour of grass species.

The second part (Chapter 3) is about the relationship between turnover in roots

and life-span in leaves and their relationship to ecological behaviour of grass species.

As parameters characterizing the ecology of the species, relative growth rate and

nitrogen values of 19 grass species are used. Additionally, we investigated the

interrelationship between longevity of roots and leaves, tissue mass density and

parameters describing root anatomy in the interspecific comparison.

In the third part of the thesis (Chapter 4), we focused on the question of how

phenotypic plasticity in root anatomy contributes to maintenance of resource acquisition

and growth, and conditions in which light and nutrients are limited. How are the above

mentioned trade-offs expressed when variation in growth is caused not by genetic

differences, but by differences in resource availability? Ihis experiment was performed

with eight species of the genus Poa and Browns, \\ e investigated tissue mass density

and root anatomv under different lieht and nutrient treatments.
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2 The ecological significance of interspecific variation in root tissue

structure - a comparison of 19 grass species
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2.1 Summary

The present study investigated to what extent there is a link between root tissue

structure and ecological strategics of plant species; such a link is known for leaf tissue

structure. We investigated experimentally root tissue mass density, root diameter and

several characteristics of root anatomy in 19 grass species from different habitats and

related these parameters to the ecological behaviour of the species. The ecological

behaviour was characterised in terms of relative growth rate (RGR), plant height at

maturity, and ecological indicator values for nutrients and light according to Ellenberg.

We found a striking dichotomy between the root anatomical characteristics

associated with interspecific variation in RGR and those associated with variation in

plant height. RGR correlated with anatomical characteristics which contribute to root

robustness, whereas plant height correlated with characteristics related to root transport

capacity. RGR correlated negatively with tissue mass density (TMD,) in roots, as also

with dry matter content in leaves. Interspecific variation in TMD, was explained by the

proportion of stele of the cross-sectional area and the proportion of cell wall in the stele.

For a given root diameter, slow-growing species had smaller, albeit more numerous,

xylem vessels, indicating a higher resistance against cavitation and protection against

embolisms. Plant height correlated positively with root cross-sectional area, total xylem

area and mean vessel area, indicating a need for a high transportation capacity in roots

of species which attain a large size at maturity.

The results emphasise the close relationship between tissue structure and growth

characteristics on the whole plant level.
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2.2 Introduction

Trade-offs between characteristics of plants promoting resource capture and rapid

growth, and those promoting resource conservation and stress tolerance are crucial in

determining the ecological behaviour of a species. This conclusion is based on

numerous studies dealing with the physiological, chemical and morphological traits of

plant species with contrasting inherent relative growth rates (RGR) (Grime et al.. 1997;

Reich et al., 1997; Lambers el al., 1998). The structure of plant tissue is known to be

strongly affected by such trade-offs. Thus low tissue mass density in leaves is

associated with large leaf area and fast growth, on the one hand (Gamier, 1992; Ryser

& Lambers, 1995: Ryser & Aeschlimann, 1999). with short life span and high resource

losses on the other (Koike. 1988; Aerts et al.. 1990; Reich el al, 1991; Schläpfer &

Ryser, 1996). A high tissue mass density is associated with slow growth and also with a

high degree of mechanical stability of the leaves, which tend to be well protected

against environmental hazards such as hcrbivory (Bryant el al, 1983; Coley, 1983;

Grime et al. 1996). Hence, tissue mass density is an effective means of predicting the

performance of plants along gradients of resource availability (Wilson el al, 1999);

while a low tissue mass density is characteristic of plants of productive habitats, a high

tissue mass density is typical in plants of unproductive environments
.

Studies on the ecological significance of tissue structure have mostly been

restricted to above-ground organs, especially leaves. However, considerations of both

above-ground and below-ground traits are essential when trade-offs with respect to

resource balance are discussed, as fast growth requires good resource-acquisition

capacity both above- and below-ground, and resource losses arc caused by turnover of

both leaves and roots. One of the main arguments for the importance of tissue structure

for resource capture is. in fact, that a plant with low tissue mass density can

simultaneously have a large leaf area and an extensive root system. Unlike biomass

allocation, tissue mass densities above- and below ground do not constrain each other

(Ryser & Lambers. 1995).

The mechanisms constraining root system length are similar to those constraining

leaf area: tissue mass density and root respectively leaf thickness (Ryser, 1998). The

limits to maximising root length by reducing tissue mass density and root diameter arc

set by the low transportation capacity (Mapfumo el al, 1993), low tensile strength
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(Easson et al, 1995) and the short life-span (Ryser, 1996; Schläpfer & Ryser, 1996) of

thin roots with a low tissue mass density. As root system length is closely associated

with acquisition capacity for below-ground resources (Ryser, 1998), the above-

mentioned constraints are likely to influence the ecological characteristics of a species.

Furthermore, these constraints are probably also reflected in root anatomy. In leaves,

there is an association between tissue mass density and proportion of sclerenchyma

(Gamier & Laurent, 1994; Van Arendonk & Poorter. 1994). and in roots diameter is

associated with cell size in cortex and with thickness of secondary walls in the

exodermis (Eissenstat & Achor. 1999). However, the ecological significance of

interspecific v ariation in root anatomy is still largely unknown.

A major aim of this study was to assess the extent to which structural

characteristics which constrain root length, for example tissue mass density and

diameter of axile roots, can be related to ecological characteristics of a species. In

addition, we investigated which anatomical traits of roots underlie the interspecific

variation in tissue mass density, and how relations in these traits are reflected in

variation in root diameter. In order to answer these questions, we investigated the root

tissue structure and root anatomy of 19 ecologically contrasting grass species and

related these data to ecological behaviour of the various species. The ecological

parameters used were the ecological indicator values for nutrient and light requirements

(Ellenberg el al. 1991), and measured values of relative growth rate (RGR) and plant

height. These parameters are frequently considered to be independent key traits defining

adaptive strategies of plant species (Grime & Hunt. 1975: Chapin el al, 1996; Westoby,

1998). For example, a high RGR is generally associated with species from productive

and disturbed habitats, whereas tallness is associated with productive and relatively

undisturbed habitats. There is indication that both of these ecologically important

characteristics are related to aspects of root structure: RGR with tissue mass density and

height with transport capacity and root diameter (Ryser. 1998). Our study was restricted

to grasses, which are a useful group to investigate these relationships. Within the grass

family there is wide variation in ecological behaxiour with respect to nutrients and

disturbance, despite a comparatively uniform growth form. Lack of secondary growth in

grasses further facilitates comparisons of root anatomy.
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2.3 Materials and Methods

Tissue mass density and anatomy ofgrass roots

We investigated the tissue mass density and root anatomy of 19 grass species of

contrasting habitats in terms of nutrient availability and light conditions (Table 2.1).

Species names follow Lauber & Wagner (1996).

Table 2.1. The studied 19 grass species, their Fllenbcrg numbers for nutrients (N) and light

(L), relative growth rate (RGR) and mean plant height at maturity.

species =^— L RGR1* Plant height at

(g g"1 d"1) maturity (m)

Agropyron repens 1 8 0.214 0.61

Anlhoxanlhitm odoralum - - 0.205 0.19

Arrhenatherum elatius 7 7 0.158 0.95

Brachypodium pinnalum 4 6 0.089 0.48

Briza media 2 8 0.100 0.17

Bromus ereclus
-»

j 8 0.094 0.24

Dactylis glomerala 6 7 0.178 0.51

Deschampsia caespitosa
1

6 0.209 0.18

F'esliica ovina 1 7 0.099 0.13

Helictotrichon puhescens 4 5 0.124 0.18

Holcus lanatus 4 7 - 0.24

Lolium perenne 7 8 0.190 0.25

Melica nutans 4 0.034 0.26

Milium effasum 5 4 0.058 0.22

Poa angusiifolia 7 0.099 0.13

Poa nemoralis 4 5 0.166 0.37

Poa pratensis 6 6 0.179 0.30

Poa irivialis 7 6 0.168 0.11

Trisetum flavescens 5 7 0.147 0.41

data based on Ryser & Wahl (unpubl.)
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Seeds were collected from populations in the Swiss Mittelland and were sown on perlite

in a greenhouse. After germination, seedlings were planted on 20 July 1996 in 1 liter

pots (diameter 10 cm, height 12 em) containing quartz sand of 0.1-0.7 mm grain size.

Every week, during the growing season, each plant received 200 ml of diluted Hoagland

solution containing the following nutrients: 40.86 pmol KII2PO4, 136.27 pmol KNO3,

65.40 pmol Ca(N03)2, 36.95 pmol MgS04. 0.017 pmol CuS04-5H20, 0.0070 pmol

ZnSOr7H20, 0.17 pmol MnCl2-4EL20. 0.42 pmol H3BO3, 0.0045 pmol

Na?Mo04-2LI20, 0.02 pmol FeCly6H20. 0.02 pmol tartaric acid. The plants were

watered with tap water.

On 23 April 1997, after one season of growth in the greenhouse, the plants were

transferred into a garden in 2.6 liter pots (diameter 10 cm; height 30 cm), containing

quartz sand of 0.1-0.7 mm grain size. 'The intact root-balls were carefully transferred

from the small pots into the large ones and separated from the new substrate by a wide-

meshed polyethylene net (1 cm mesh size). This allowed us to distinguish the roots built

during the second growing season, which we needed for the anatomical investigations.

Plants were arranged in randomised block design, with one replicate per species in each

of the eight blocks. The plants received the same amount of nutrients during their

second season as they received in the greenhouse during the first season. The pots were

placed in shallow trays filled with water up to 1-2 cm depth, which kept the substrate

moist and prevented drought stress during the experiment.

The plants were harvested on 12 October 1997 and separated into above-ground

biomass and roots. Only roots built during the second growing season, i.e. those which

had grown through the net. were used for further examinations. One axile root per plant

was randomly selected. We cut one piece of ca. 5 cm length at the proximal end of the

root, about 10 cm from the root base. One half of this sample was stored in 70% ethanol

for the use in anatomical studies. A length of 2 cm from the other half was used to

determine tissue mass density. For this purpose, root diameter was measured with a

light microscope and the volume of the root piece was calculated by assuming a

cylindrical form and multiplying the cross-sectional area by the length. The root pieces

were dried at 70 °C for a least 24 h and their dry mass was weighed to a precision of ± 2

pg using an analytical balance (Mettlcr loledo MT 5). Root tissue mass density was

then calculated as dry mass per volume (mg mm").
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I he loot samples loi anatomical examinations weie embedded in 2-

hydioxyethylmethactylatc (LIFMA) also known as GMA (Igeisheim & Cichocki,

1996) Slices 4 urn thick weie cut with a miciotome In oidei to contiast cell walls

against the backgioiind the specimens weie stained with Toluidm Blue, which stains

ligmn bluc-gieen and cellulose pin pie ot ied-violet (O'Bnen et al, 1964) Digital

images ol the cuts weie obtained bv light micioscopy at 100 and 200told magnification

using a video cameia (IVC IK 1280) connected to a computet
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Image analysis on the computer allowed us to determine the cross-sectional area of the

whole root, as well as the area of stele, cndodermis, cortex and individual large xylem

vessels (Fig. 2.1). These areas were assessed by tracing the outlines of the structures

with a cursor.

Based on these measurements we calculated the relative amounts of various

tissues and structures per root cross-sectional area: the proportion of stele (%), the

proportion xylem (%). the mean relative xylem vessel area (%) and the number of

xylem vessels per area (n mm"").

Additionally, we determined the proportion of cell wall in the cross-sectional area

of stele and cndodermis: this parameter can be assumed to be closely related to the mass

density of these tissues. For this purpose representative segments of stele or cndodermis

were chosen. The lumen of the cells was outlined and subtracted from the total area of

the segment. Area and proportion of cell wall in stele and endodermis were determined

separately, but for further analysis we used a weighted average of these parameters.

Although the endodermis belongs ontogenetically to the cortex (von Guttenberg, 1968),

we treated it as belonging structurally to the stele. The number and the area of

individual stele cells was estimated out of representative segments. The proportion of

cell wall in the cortex was not determined because cell walls in the cortex were too thin

to be measured with light microscope.

Image analysis was performed on a Macintosh computer using the public domain

NIH Image program version 1.62 (developed at the U.S. National Institutes of Health

and available on the Internet).

Species height at maturity

Species height at maturity was determined on plants grown in a garden for one full

growing season. Seeds of the species studied were sown on pcrlite at 16 March 1999.

After germination in the last week of March and the first week of April, the seedlings

were grown in 0.4 liter pots on potting soil in a greenhouse until 3 May when they were

transferred outside in five randomised blocks, one replicate plant per species in each

block. The distance between plants was 45 cm. In order to enhance growth, 3.5 g of

slow-release fertiliser (Osmocote Plus, Hauert Dünger, Grossaffoltem, Switzerland)

with 15% (of mass) MlfMX 11% P:(X 13% K20. 2% MgO and trace elements was
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added to the soil before planting. The beds were weeded to reduce competition by other

plants and watered during dry periods.

An index of plant height was determined by image analysis. On 19 August 1999,

two plants of each species were photographed from a distance of 1.5 m using a digital

camera Dimage EX. Minolta against a white background with a scale. The image of the

whole plant was made binary and plant height was defined as the height at which 95 %

of the pixels were summarised. In order to achieve a normal distribution, the values

were log-transformed for the analysis.

Species RGR and leaf tissue mass density

Details for this experiment are described in Ryser & Wahl (unpublished). Seeds were

sown on perlitc in April 1999. Seedlings were planted between 29 April and 17 May in

the garden in 1 liter pots (diameter 10 cm. height 12 cm) containing quartz sand (0.1-0.7

mm grain size). RGR was determined using data of 27 plants per species harvested in

six harvests at intervals of two days starting on 28 May. Leaf tissue mass density was

expressed as leaf dry mass to fresh mass ratio. Leaf fresh mass was measured after the

plants had been stored over night between wet paper towels in a refrigerator to saturate.

Dry mass was weighed after at least 48 h at 70 T. All measured parameters were size-

corrected. Holcus lanatus was not included in this experiment.

Statistical analysis

For the statistical analysis we used IMP version 3.2.2 (SAS Institute Inc. 1997). The

correlations between the various root characteristics, and between root characteristics

and the ecological parameters RGR and species height were tested using Pearson

correlation. The relationships between root characteristics and indicator values were

tested with the nonparameteric Spearman rank correlation test, as the indicator-values

are categorical data (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995).
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2.4 Results

Root tissue mass density, root cross-sectional area and species ecology

There was no significant correlation between the two measured ecological traits,

relative growth rate (RGR) and height at maturity (R2=0.05. P>0A, n=18) (Table 2.2)

for the species investigated. This confirms the generally assumed independence of these

two characteristics. Furthermore, these two ecological characteristics were themselves

correlated with different root traits. RGR correlated negatively with TMD,, but not with

root cross-sectional area (Fig. 2.2,1 able 2.2). Plant height did not correlate with TMD,,

but did correlate positively with root cross-sectional area. 'The root traits TMD, and

cross-sectional area did not correlate with each other. The TMD, correlated
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positively with the corresponding above-ground parameter, the relative dry matter

content of leaves (DM/FM,) (Fig. 2.3, Table 2.2).

TMD, correlated with the indicator value for nutrients, but not with the indicator

value for light. Root cross-sectional area did not correlate with any of the indicator

values (Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.3 Relationships between axile

root tissue mass density (TMD,), thickness

(cross-sectional area) of axile roots and

ecologically important plant traits among

the studied grass species: (a) plant height at

maturity (log-transformed) and cross-

sectional area, (b) TMD, and cross-sectional

area and (c) dry mass to fresh mass ratio in

leaves (DM/FM,) and TMD,. n = 19 (a, b) or

n = 18 (c). Significant correlations (PO.05)
are shown with a regression line.
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Table 2.2 Correlations between ecological, structural and anatomical characteristics among

the studied 19 grass species. Indicator values for nutrients (N) and light (L) are according to

Ellenberg el al. 1991. Coefficients of determination (R2) and significance values are given. For

correlations with N and L Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is shown. Correlations of

RGR and 'fMD, with root anatomical traits are conducted with (a) and without (b) A4, effusum
and H.puhcscens. Significance levels: *** i'O.OOk ** PO.01; * PO.05; (*)P<0.1.

Plant traits RGR" Height

at

maturity

TMD,. Cross-

sectional

area

a b a a b a

RGR° — 0.00 0.42** 0.00

TMD, 0.42** 0.00 -- 0.00

DM/FM,V) 0.39** 0.01 0.51*** 0.00

Cross-sectional area 0.00 0.31** 0.00 -

Prop, of cell wall in stele 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.24* 0.19* 0.00

Stele cross-sectional area 0.08 0.13 0.23* 0.04 0.24* 0.58 ***

Stele cell size 0.00 0.00 0.25* 0.00 0.00 0.42**

Stele cell number

Proportion stele

0.15(*) 0.21* 0.12C*) 0.16(*) 0.55*** 0.35**

0.29* 0.35** 0.04 0.08 0.48** 0.01

Total xylem area 0.00 0.00 0.37** 0.00 0.14 0.67***

Mean xylem vessel area 0.00 0.12 0.23* 0.00 0.04 0.27*

Number xylem vessels 0.19(*) 0.28* 0.05 0.00 0.44** 0.28*

Proportion xylem 0.03 0.08 0.29** 0.00 0.25* 0.24*

Rel. xylem vessel area 0.01 0.29* 0.00 0.03 0.40** 0.00

Rel. num. xylem vessels 0.13* 0.34** 0.00 0.00 0.37** 0.00

N (indicator value) 0.56* 0.50* -0.52* 0.04

L (indicator value) 0.24 0.11 -0.40 0.31

0
data based on Ryser & Wahl (unpubk), without //. lanalus, (a) includes IE

pubescence
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Anatomical characteristics underlying root tissue mass density

The tissue mass density of a root is determined by the densities of the different tissues

in the root, and by the relative proportions of those various tissues. For the species

studied, TMD, correlated positively with the proportion of cell wall in stele, a parameter

which determines the tissue density in the stele. The proportion of cell wall in stele did

not correlate with cell size in stele (7^=0.01. P>0.05. 77-19), indicating that its

interspecific variation is caused by variation in cell wall thickness.

The proportion of stele showed an obvious relationship with TMD,, but the

correlation was not significant due to two outlying species, Heliclolrichon pubescens

and Milium effusum, which had very high tissue mass densities for their relatively small

proportions of stele (Fig. 2.4, Table 2.2). These outliers could be explained in terms of

dense cortex; in particular H pubescens had very thick cortex cell walls and also thick

cell walls in the stele (Fig. 2.1). These two species were consistently outliers in all

correlations which included stele dimensions. As there was a seemingly close

relationship between tissue density and stele dimensions among the other 17 species, we

conducted the statistical analyses twice, with and without El. pubescens and M. effusum.

Table 2.3 Multiple regression between tissue mass density roots (TMD,) as dependent
variable and proportion of stele and proportion of cell wall in stele as independent variables

(7;="I 9: all species. n-\l without H pubescens and M effusum), significance levels see Table

2.2.

Dependent

/;

Tndepenident variables

variable XI X2 R2

TMD, 19

17

prop, stele
"

prop, stele'•''-*

cell wall Stele**

cell wall Stele**

0.42**

0.73***

In a multiple regression both the proportion of cell wall in stele and proportion of stele

in root cross-sectional area was significantly associated with TMD, and together they

explained 42% of the variation in this correlation. If IT pubescens and M. effusum were

excluded from the calculation the regression explained 73% of the variation (Table 2.3).

The coefficient of variation for the proportion of stele was similar to that for TMD,,
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whereas the amount of interspecific variation in the proportion of cell wall in the stele

was clearly less (Table 2.4).

Table 2.4 Coefficient of variation (CV) in root tissue mass density (TMD,), proportion of cell

wall in stele and proportion of stele (n=\9. all species. /?-17 without H pubescens and AI

effusum).

Root traits n CV(%)

TMD, 19 24.2%

Prop, cell wall in stele 19 7.3%

17 7.2%

Proportion stele 19 29.4%

17 28.4%

A high TrVfD, was associated with a large stele cross-sectional area and a large

number of stele cells. H pubescens and M effusum being also outliers in these

relationships. In contrast, size of stele cells was not associated with TMD, (Table 2.2).

Similar relationships could also be seen in the correlation of TMD, with xylem traits.

Although TMD, correlated positively with the number of xylem vessels, it did not

correlate with total xylem area or with mean xy lern vessel area. However, if the xylem

characteristics were expressed per unit cross-sectional area, they correlated with root

tissue mass density, the proportion of xylem and the relative number of xylem elements

positively and the relative vessel area negatively (Fig. 2.4, Table 2.2). These

relationships were significant only (P<Q.Q5) if 7/ pubescens and M effusum were

excluded from the analysis (Fig. 2.4, Table 2.2). These two species had exceptionally

low numbers of vessels in relation to their high 1MD, (Table 2.5).
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Figure 2.4 Relationships between root 1 issue mass density (TMD,) and root anatomical traits

among the studied 19 grass species: TMD, is plotted against (a) stele cross-sectional area, (b)

proportion stele, (c) proportion of cell wall in stele, (d) total xylem area, (e) mean xylem vessel

area, (() number of xylem vessels, (g) proportion of xylem. (h) relative xylem vessel area and (i)
relative number of xylem vessels. Significant correlations (r<0,05) are shown with a regression
line. For correlations which were significant only when IT pubescens and M. effusum were left

out, non-significant regressions including these two species arc shown with dashed lines and the

two species are indicated with open symbols.

RGR and anatomical traits

RGR only correlated with those anatomical traits which also correlated with 'fMD,.

With the exception of the total number of xylem vessels. RGR only correlated with

traits expressed per unit cross-sectional area (Fig. 2.5). RGR correlated negatively with
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the proportion of stele, relative xylem vessel area and the number of xylem vessels per

cross-sectional area, but was independent of the proportion of cell wall in stele, stele

area, mean xylem vessel area and total xylem area. However, RGR did not correlate

with the proportion of xylem. Species with a high RGR had fewer cells in the stele and

also fewer xylem vessels. Once again M effusum was an outlier in these relationships

and three of the correlations were significant only if this species was removed from the

dataset. 'The total xylem area and the mean xylem vessel area were not significantly

correlated with the RGR (Fig. 2.5, Table 2.2).

Anatomical characteristics associated with axile root cross-sectional area

As shown in Table 2.2, root cross-sectional area was associated with the cross-sectional

area of the stele, but not with the proportion of stele nor with proportion of cell wall in

stele. Root cross-sectional area was positively correlated with the size and number of

stele cells and with the total area, mean vessel area, and number of xylem vessels. The

only proportional trait related whh cross-sectional area was the proportion of xylem

area (Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.5 Relative growth rate (RGR) and root anatomical traits among 18 grass species.
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Significant correlations (P<0.05) are shown with a regression line. For correlations which were

significant only when H pubescens and M. effusum were left out, non-significant regressions

including these two species are shown with dashed lines and the two species are indicated with

open symbols.

Plant heigh! and root characteristics

Plant height was not correlated with any traits that correlated significantly with RGR

(Fig. 2.5 and 2.6, "I able 2.2) and, in most cases also not with traits that correlated with

TMD,. The significant anatomical correlations of plant height manifested were similar

to those for the cross-sectional area of axile roots (Table 2.2).
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Plant height correlated positively with the stele area, stele cell size, total xylem

area and mean xylem vessel area (Fig. 2.6). The only proportional parameter plant

height was significantly correlated with was the proportion of xylem. Plant height was

not correlated with the proportion of cell wall in stele, with the proportion of stele, with

the number of xylem vessels or with the relative vessel area (Fig. 2.6, Table 2.2).
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Figure 2.6 Relationships between plant height at maturity and root anatomical traits among

19 grass species. Plant height at maturity (log-transformed) is plotted against (a) stele cross-

sectional area, (b) proportion stele, (c) proportion of cell wall in stele, (d) total xylem area, (c)
mean xylem vessel area, (I) number of xy lern vessels, (g) proportion of xylem. (h) relative

xylem vessel area and (i) relative number of xylem vessels. Significant correlations (P<0.05)
are shown with a regression line.
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2.5 Discussion

Root tissue mass density andplant ecology

The results show that interspecific variation in root tissue mass density (TMD,) among

ecologically contrasting grasses is closely associated with variation in leaf tissue mass

density (DM'TMi). As is also the case for leaf tissue mass density, TMD, is closely

related to the growth behaviour of a species. In species with a low tissue mass density

the low construction costs per unit volume of leaves and roots enable simultaneously

the development of a large leaf area and an extensive root system, resulting in high

acquisition capacities both for above-ground and below-ground resources. Tow root

tissue mass density is thus a characteristic of fast-growing species from nutrient-rich

habitats, as is also low leaf tissue mass density.

Roof tissue mass density did not show any significant correlations with plant

height, indicating that this trait is subjected to a different set of constraints from those

influencing relative growth rate. Even among herbaceous species, tall plants have to

invest more than small plants in supporting structures with a higher proportion of

Jignified tissue in their stems. (Givnish, 1995; Niklas. 1995); however this investment is

not reflected in tissue mass density of roots or in the proportion of stele.

Anatomical Iraiis underlying TMD,

Of anatomical traits measured, only the proportion of cell wall in the stele explained a

significant proportion of the interspecific variation in root tissue mass density among all

studied species. This was not a result of variation in cell size, but only of variation in

cell wall thickness. We have no data about cell wall thickness in the cortex, but the fact

that Heliclrolrichon pubescens had both a high root tissue mass density and thick cortex

cell walls suggests that the cell wall thickness in the cortex also contributes to the

interspecific variation in root tissue mass density. However, this contribution may be

reduced because of the lower density of the cell walls themselves. Nagahashi el al.

(1994) discovered that the density of cortex cell walls is lower than that of stclar cell

walls for corn, carrot and pea. It remains an open question whether interspecific

variation in ceil wall density contributes to the variation in TMD,.

Variation in the proportion of tissues with different densities has been found to

contribute to interspecific variation in leaf tissue density or specific leaf mass (Gamier
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& Vancaeyzeele, 1994; Van Arendonk & Poorter, 1994). This was also the case for root

tissue mass density among the majority of the species studied, a high proportion of stele

being associated with a high root tissue mass density. However, this relationship was

not general for all species due to the outlying position of two of the species. II

pubescens and M effusum. These two species had a high tissue mass density but only a

low proportion of stele. Several other anatomical characteristics in these species, such

as stele cross-sectional area, stele cell number, number of xylem vessels, proportion of

xylem and relative vessel area were similar to species with a low tissue mass density.

The behaviour of these two species shows that there can be more than one explanation

for high tissue mass density.

'1 he extent of interspecific variation in the proportion of stele was similar to that

in root tissue mass density, but variability in the proportion of stele cell walls was

considerably less. This indicates that the proportion of stele may better explain the

range of interspecific variation in root tissue mass density than the proportion of cell

wall in stele, even though the latter showed a more consistent relationship among of the

species studied.

The ecological imparlance of anatomical trails

The dichotomy in the association of root anatomical traits with the ecological

characteristics of the species was striking. The anatomical traits were either associated

with the relative growth rate or with the plant height. Only the number of xylem vessels

was associated both with RGR and height.

This dichotomy supports the postulate of Ryser (1998) that root length is

constrained by tissue mass density when interspecific variation with respect to RGR is

taken into account, and by root diameter when interspecific variation with respect to

plant height is considered. Root characteristics associated with plant height are those

related to the cross-sectional area and are those important for the transport capacity of

roots. Large plants have thicker axile roots with large cells and a large stele area, large

total xy lern area and large mean xy lern v essel area. In particular xylem vessel area has a

major influence on transport capacity as. according to the law of Hagen-Poiseuille, the

transport capacity of a pipe increases with the fourth power of the pipe diameter.

Interspecific variation in mean vessel area correlated with that in root diameter, as has

also been demonstrated for intraspecific variation e g in maize (Varney el al, 1991).
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Our data show that thick roots have high transport capacities also in an interspecific

comparison.

Interspecific variation in RGR is generally related to resource availability in

characteristic habitats of species, the slow growth of a stress-tolerant plant being a result

of investments in robust tissue with a long life-span. These trends are evident in root

anatomy. The anatomical traits which correlated with RGR are those which are

generally assumed to be associated with robustness and resistance against

environmental hazards, but not with respect to absolute transport capacity. However,

relative to root cross-sectional area, Tast-grovving species had a larger mean vessel area

than the slow-growing ones, indicating a need for a high transport capacity in these

species relative to their size. This confirms findings for stems at woody species (Castro-

Dicz el al. 1998). Fast-growing species had a lower number of vessels than slow-

growing ones, but area of the vessels is more important for transport capacities than

their number (McCully & Canny. 1988).

The higher number of vessels per area with a relatively smaller diameter per

vessel in slow-growing species may reflect a higher protection of the vessel functioning.

Narrow vessels have a lower volume to surface ratio, which is known to be associated

with a lower probability for embolisms, induced by freezing and thawing and

pathogens. The significance of conduit area for the probability for embolism caused by

drought stress has been questioned (Sperry. 1995). but indication for a higher cavitation

frequency for xylem conduits of large diameter have been found (Salleo & Logullo,

1986; Linton el al, 1998). It has also been shown that narrow vessels refill more

quickly than large ones and thus spend less of their time empty (McCully el al, 1998).

The exceptional trait combination in Milium effusum of slow growth and a low number

of large vessels may be related to the shadiness of its characteristic habitat.

The high proportion of stele in the roots of slow-growing species is an expression

of the robustness of such roots, lhe concentration of the dense, sclerenchymatic stele in

the centre of the root results in a high tensile strength. Stele and cortex together build a

composite material and ensure optimal biomechanical stability (Haberlandt, 1918).

Thus the higher proportion of stele in slow-growing species may result in a more rigid

single root cord for a given diameter protecting the root against mechanical hazards.

What is the ecological significance of the large proportion of cortex in the fast-

growing species'? A larger cortex may ensure a better supply to the root of oxygen via
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intercellular air spaces and aerenchyma (Jackson & Armstrong, 1999) as well as

providing a larger store for minerals, proteins or lipids (von Guttenberg, 1968; Chino,

1981 ; Tuxova, 1992). A larger cortex may also increase the surface area of the root with

relatively low costs. Flowever. an association of these functions with relative growth

rate is unknown to us.

Summing up, our data clearly show that anatomical characteristics of plant roots

arc an important aspect of the trade-offs which determine plant characteristics at the

whole plant level and the ecological behaviour of a species. Anatomical structures

which protect root functioning result in high tissue density and constrain relative growTh

rate, whereas anatomical structures related to transport capacity are associated with

plant height. Although clear relationships between plant traits at the anatomical and

whole-plant levels can be found, individual species may attain a similar higher level

trait through different lower-lev el characteristics.
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3 The ecological significance of interspecific variation in root tissue

structure and root turnover
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3.1 Summary

Species growing in habitats of high resource availability produce tissue with a low

tissue mass density which enables them to grow fast into unoccupied areas rich in

resources. For species characteristic of habitats of low resource availability the tissue

mass density may not be an advantage for itself. Probably efficient nutrient

conservation is a more important trait for the long term success of plants in such

habitats. Leaf life-span is associated with the mean residence time of nitrogen and

phosphorus in plants.

We investigated for 19 grass species the relationship between tissue mass density

in roots (TMD,) and anatomy in roots, and the association between these parameters and

turnover of the roots and leaf life-span. Additionally, we investigated the relationship of

turnover relative growth rate (RGR) and Ellenberg's nitrogen values, which were used

as parameters to characterize the ecology of the species. Turnover in roots and leaf life¬

span were correlated. Both parameters also correlated with TMD, and nitrogen values,

reflecting the close relationship between life-span of species, 'TMD, and the habitat of

species. Unexpectingly, RGR was not correlated w ith life-span ofplant tissue. This may

have been a result of measuring RGR and leaf- and root life-span at different life

stages.The relative xylem vessel area was positively correlated with turnover in roots.

The only anatomical trait which was related to turnover in roots and also to leaf life¬

span was proportion of cell wall in fhe stele, this suggests that stele anatomy may be

important for the longevity of roots.
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3.2 Introduction

Tissue mass density is a measure of investment of biomass per volume. It has been

found to play a central role in determining the performance of plants. A low tissue mass

density enables a plant to produce a relatively large volume of tissue of a low material

cost. It has been shown that species growing in habitats of high resource availability can

produce tissue with a low tissue mass density and are thus able to grow rapidly into

unoccupied soil rich in water and nutrients, and the shoot can grow quickly into canopy

gaps (Küppers, 1985; Crick & Grime, 1987; Eissenstat & Caldwell, 1989). Low tissue

mass density permits an extensive root sy stem and a large leaf area, both characteristics

associated with the capacity for high acquisition of resources (Lambers & Poorter,

1992; Ryser, 1998; Ryser & Eek, 2000).

However, the high tissue mass density per se may not be of advantage for species

occurring under conditions of low resource availability in nature. Probably, efficient

nutrient conservation is more important for the Jong term success of plants at low

nutrient supply (Grime. 1977; Aerts el al, 1989; Bercndsc et al, 1992; Ryser, 1998).

Plants can avoid resource losses by producing leaves and roots with a high life-span; for

example leaf life-span has been found to be closely associated with the mean residence

time of nitrogen and phosphorus in plants (Fscudero et al, 1992; Eckstein el al, 1998).

'The tissue of long lived plant parts has to be protected against environmental hazards

such as herbivores, drought or UV-radiation. A high toughness and high investment in

supporting structures has been found to be associated with the life-span of leaves

(Bryant et al, 1983; Coley. 1983; Grime et al, 1996). Also for roots, a positive

relationship between life-span and tissue mass density has been postulated, based on

experiments with a small number of species (Ryser, 1996; Schlüpfer & Ryser. 1996).

These experiments indicate, as in the case of leaves, that the high tissue mass density of

roots in stress-tolerant species is likely to be a consequence of a resource conservation

strategy.

In leaves, different tissue mass densities are associated with anatomical traits like the

number and proportion of sclerenchymatous cells per cross section (Gamier &

Vancacy/ccle. 1994; Van Arendonk & Poorter, 1994). Additionally, a high fiber

content and high density of hairs on the leaf surface has also been found to be

associated with protection against herbivores and T'V-B radiation (Bryant et al, 1983;
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Coley, 1983; Grime el al, 1996; Liakoura et al, 1997). Hence, for leaves it can be

assumed that anatomical characteristics which determine tissue mass density are also

responsible for protection. For roots, the relationship between the root anatomy and root

turnover is still largely unknown.

We therefore conducted an experiment with 19 grass species, investigating tissue mass

density and anatomy in roots and the relationship of these traits with turnover of the

roots. Additionally, we investigated the relationship between turnover and the

ecological characteristics of the species. The relative growth rate and Ellcnberg's

nitrogen values were used (Fllenberg et al, 1991) as parameters characterizing the

ecology of the species.

Quantifying root life-span is a difficult problem and until now there has been no

agreement about the best approach to measuring turnover of roots (Bloomfield el al,

1996; Eissenstat & Yanai. 1997). We determined root turnover by using a staining

method with TTC (2,3,5-triphenyltetrazoliumehlorid) and tested the reliability of this

method by correlating the results with data about leaf life-span taken out of Ryser &

TJrbas (in press).

3.3 Materials and Methods

Growth of Ifie plants

The study was conducted with 19 grass species differing in their habitat requirements

with respect to light and nutrients, fhe species and their Ellenberg's numbers for

nutrients and light are (Fllenberg et al 1991): Agropyron repens {1,%), Anlhoxanthum

odoralum (-.-), Arrhenatherum elalius (7,7), Braehvpodium pinnatum (4,6), Briza

media (2.8). Promus credits (3.8). Dach lis glomerala (6.7), Deschampsia caespilosa

(3,6). Fesluca ovina (1,7), Helictotrichonpubescens (4.5), Ilolcus lanatus (4,7), Lolium

perenne (7.8). Melica nutans (3.4). Milium effusum (5.4), Poa anguslifolia (3,7), Poa

nemoralis (4.5). Poa pratensis (6.6). Poa trivialis (7.6), Insetum flavescens (5,7).

Seeds were collected from grassland habitats in the Swiss Mittelland. They were sown

on perlite in a greenhouse. Alter germination, seedlings were transferred into 1 liter pots

(diameter 10 cm. height 12 cm) containing quartz sand of 0.1-0.7 mm grain size.

After one season of growth in the greenhouse the plants w<ere transferred into a

garden. The seedlings were planted into 2.6 liter pots (diameter 10 cm; height 30 cm),
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containing quartz sand of 0.1-0.7 mm grain size. The intact root-balls were carefully

transferred from the small pots into the large ones and separated from the new substrate

by a vv ide-meshed polyethy lene net (1 cm mesh size). This allowed us to distinguish the

roots grown during the second growing season, which we needed for investigating root

anatomy and turnover.

The plants were arranged in a randomized block design with one replicate per

species in each of the eight blocks. The pots were placed in shallow trays filled with tap

water up to 1-2 cm depth, which kept the substrate moist and prevented drought stress

during the experiment.

Every week, during the growing season, each plant received 200 ml of diluted

lloagland solution containing the following nutrients: 40.86 pmol KH2PO4, 136.27

pmol KNO„ 65.40 umol Ca(N03)2- 36.95 pmol VlgS04. 0.017 pmol CuSOr5H20,

0.0070 pmol 7nSCV7ITG. 0.17 pmol MnCE-4ITO, 0.42 pmol EI3BO1, 0.0045 pmol

Na2MoOr2IEO. 0.02 pmol FeClv6H20, 0.02 pmol tartaric acid. The plants were

harvested on 12 October 1997. Only roots grown during the second growing season, /' e.

those which had grown through the net, were used for further examinations.

Tissue mass densilx and analoim of grass roots

Data for tissue mass density of roots (IMD,) and anatomical characters of the studied

grass species are presented in Chapter 3. IMD, was obtained by calculating the volume

of root pieces, weighing their dry mass and calculating TMD, as dry mass per volume of

a root piece (mg mm" ).

For anatomical studies root samples were embedded in 2-hydroxyethylmcfhacrylatc

(HEMA) (Igersheim & Cichocki, 1996). Slices 4 pm thick were cut with a microtome,

stained with toluidin blue and digital images of the cuts were taken. We determined the

cross-sectional area of the whole root and the areas ot stele, cortex and individual large

xylem vessels. Based on these measurements we calculated the relative amounts of

various tissues and structures per root cross-sectional area: the proportion of stele (%),

the proportion of xylem (%). the mean relative xy lern vessel area (%) and the number of

xylem vessels per area (n mm-2), the proportion of cell wall in the cross-sectional area

of stele, the number and the area of individual stele parenchyma cells.
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Turnover ofroots and life-span ofleave s

For estimating root turnover, a small root sample was taken at random from each plant.

The proportion of dead and living roots was determined by cutting the roots into small

pieces and staining them with a 0.3% TTC (2.3,5-triphenyltetrazoliumchlorid, Fluka

Chemie AG, Buchs. SG. Switzerland) solution at 30 °C in darkness (Steponkus &

Lanphcar, 1967; Schlüpfer & Ry ser. 1996). When TTC is added to a tissue, it is reduced

by enzymes, mainly dehydrogenases, and turns into the red staining 2,3,5-

triphcnylformazan. Because red staining indicates dehydrogenase activity, it is assumed

that red cells are alive (Steponkus, 1971). In our experiment, the proportion of red

stained roots crossing a line on an object slide was counted, lire turnover expresses the

proportion of living roots in a sample.

Data for leaf life-span were taken out of Ryser & Urbas 2000 (in press). In that study,

individual marked leaves were observed and life-span was calculated as the difference

between emergence and death of a leaf over one vegetation period.

Species RGR and leaf tissue mass density

RGR was taken from Ryser and Wahl (unpublished). Seeds were sown on perlite in

April 1999. Between 29 April and 17 May seedlings were planted in the garden in I

liter pots (diameter 10 cm, height 12 cm) containing quartz sand (0.1-0.7 mm grain

size). RGR was determined using data of 27 plants per species harvested in six harvests

at intervals of two days starting on 28 May .
I eaf tissue mass density was expressed as

the leaf dry mass to fresh mass ratio. Leaf fresh mass was measured after the plants had

been stored overnight between wet paper towels in a refrigerator to ensure that they

were fully turgid. Dry mass was measured after drying at least 48 h at 70 °C. All

measured parameters were size-corrected. Holcus 1anal us was not included in this

experiment. Details of this experiment are described in Ryser & Wahl (unpublished).

Statistical analysis

For the statistical analysis we used .TMP version 3.2.2 (SAS Institute Inc. 1997). The

correlations between the various root characteristics, turnover of roots and leaf life-span

were tested using Pearson correlation. Because indicator values are categorical data, the

relationships between indicator v allies, root turnov er and leaf life-span were tested with

the nonparamcteric Spearman rank correlation test (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995).
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3.4 Results

There was a negative trend in the relationship between turnover of roots and leaf life¬

span for the 19 grass species studied (Tig. 3.1), though the correlation was only

significant if the three species Brachypodium pinnalum, Heliclolrichon pubescence and

Milium effusum were removed from the analyses (P^-0.05, Table 3.1, Fig. 3.1). These

three species were outliers in the turnover analyses perhaps due to their unusually dense

cortex (Chapter 2). It may be that turnover of the outlying roots was overestimated,

because the TTC could not completely penetrate their tissues. FIcnce, the calculations

for turnover were performed with and without these species.

Figure. 3.1. Relationships between

leaf life-span (log d) and root turnover

(arcsme-transformed) of 19 grass species.
The correlation including B pinnalum, IT

pubescens and M effusum is shown with

a dashed line and the three species are

indicated with open symbols, fhe

significant correlation without these three

species is indicated with a regression line

(P-A)05).

The indicator value for nitrogen was positively correlated with turnover and negatively

correlated with leaf life-span (Table 3.1 Fig. 3.2). In contrast, as shown in table 3.1. the

relative growth rate (RGR) was not correlated with turnover or leaT life-span (P<0.05,

Table 3.1). Neither turnover nor leaf life-span were related to the cross-sectional area of

the roots (P>0.05), suggesting, that root size and leaf life-span are independent of each

other. The significant correlation between leaf life-span and tissue mass density in roots

(TMD,) confirmed the relationship between life-span of above and below-ground plants

parts (P<0.05, Fig. 3.2. table 3.1). fhe relationship between root turnover and TMD,

was also evident, but again the correlation was only significant if the three outlying

species Brachypodium pinnalum, Hehclotrichon pubescence and Milium effusum were

removed from the analy ses (P--0.05. Table 3.1. Tig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Relationships between life-span of leaves and roots, Ellenbcrg's indicator values

for nitrogen (Ellcnbcrg et al. 1991). root thickness and tissue mass density in roots (IMD,)

among the 19 studied grass species. Turnover (arc sine square root-transformed) and leaf life¬

span (log-transformed) (Ryser & Urbas. in press) are plotted against (a)(d) Fllenberg indicator

values for nitrogen N(E) (Ellenberg 1991) (b)(e) thickness of axile roots (cross-sectional area)

and (c)(d) axile root tissue mass density (TMD,). Significant correlations (P<0.05) are indicated

with a regression line. For correlations which were significant only when B. pinnalum, II.

pubescens and M. effusum were left out. non-significant regressions including these three

species are shown with dashed lines and the three species are indicated with open symbols.

Root anatomy, root turnover and relative growth rale

The proportion of cell wall in the stele was the trait which correlated best with root

turnover (P<0.05, Table 3.1, Fig. 3.3). This was the only anatomical characteristic

which showed a significant relationship with turnover even without excluding the three

deviant species (77 pinnalum, II pubescence and M. effusum) from the analysis.

Nevertheless, the relationship became stronger, when these species were omitted (Table

3.1).
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Figure. 3.3 Relationships between root turnover and root anatomical traits among the 19

grass species studied: tiirnoser (arc sine square root-transformed) is plotted against (a) stele

cross-sectional area, (b) proportion of stele, (c) proportion of cell wall in the stele, (d) total

xylem area, (e) mean \y lern \esscl area, (!) number of xylem vessels, (g) proportion of xylem.

(h) relative xylem vessel area and (1) relative number of xylem vessels. Significant correlations

(P<0 05) are shown with a regression line. Tor correlations which were significant only when B

pinnalum, II pubescens and M effusum were left out. non-significant regressions including

these three species are shown with dashed lines and the three species arc indicated with open

symbols.

The proportion of cell wall in the stele was the only anatomical trait apart from TMD,

which was significantly correlated with leaf life-span (P<T).05. Fig. 3.4, Table 3.1).

Turnover of roots showed significant correlations with mean vessel area and

with the relative vessels area. However, these correlations only became significant iTthe

outlying species B pinnalum. H pubescence and M effusum were excluded (P<0.05,

Table 3.1. Fi«. 3.3).
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Figure 3.4 Relationships
between leaf life-span (log-

transformed) (Ryser & Urbas,

in press) and proportion of cell

wall in the stele. The regression
line indicates a significant cor¬

relation (PO.05).
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Table 3.1 Coefficients of determination (R2) calculated for the 19 grass species between

various anatomical traits, relative growth rate (RGR) and turnover of roots and leaf life-span.
Correlations conducted without B. pinnalum, H pubescens and M. effusum are shown in the

column under b. Significance levels: *" P--0.01; * P--0.05; (*) ?<-(). 1. TMD, - tissue mass

density of roots, N: FJIenberg's indicator \alue for nitrogen. T: Ellenberg's indicator value for

light.

Plant traits turnover Leaf life¬

span^

a b a

Leaf life-span 0.11(*) 0 22*

RGR2) 0.06 0.07 0.02

TMD, 0.09 0.36** 0.17*

Cross-sectional area 0.00 0.00 0.00

Prop, of cell w all in stele 0 °2* 0.42** 0.43**

Stele cross-sectional area 0.00 0.00 0.00

Stele cell size 0.00 0.00 0.00

Stele cell number 0.00 0.00 0.00

Proportion stele 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total xylem area 0.00 0.02 0.00

Mean xylem vessel area 0.00 0.19* 0.00

Number xylem vessels 0.00 0.04 0.00

Proportion xy lern 0.00 0.00 0.00

Rel. xylem vessel area 0.14(*) 0.40** 0.06

Rel. num. xy lern v essels 0.00 0.08 0.00

N (indicator value) 0.65** -0.59*

L (indicator value) 0.08 -0.26

])data based on Rv scr & Urbas (in press)

2) data based on Ryser & Wahl (unpubl.)
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3.5 Discussion

life-span, ecology and tissue mass c/ensih

Data on turnover of roots and leaf life-span of 19 grass species determined from

independent experiments correlated with each other, suggesting that there is a close

relationship between longevity in leaves and roots. In addition, the association between

the two measurements of tissue life-span with tissue mass density in roofs (TMD,)

confirmed the assumed relationship between the longevity of plant tissue and tissue

structure (Reich et al. 1991; Reich el al, 1992; Reich. 1993). Until now, such

relationships have mostly been investigated for leaves and there are few data for roots

(Ryser. 1996; Schlüpfer & Ryser, 1996). I hus. for the first time the postulated

relationship between a high TMD, and a low turnover in roots has been demonstrated

for a larger number of species.

In our experiment, grass species with higher Ellenberg's indicator values for

nitrogen tended to have a lower tissue life span than species with lower indicator values.

This confirmed the assumed association between the performance of plants and the

longevity of their tissue, with a high turnover being associated with nutrient rich

habitats (Aerts. 1989; Aerts el al, 1992; Ryser. 1996).

Surprisingly, both parameters were independent of relative growth rate (RGR),

although in other studies longevity of leaves and turnover of roots have been generally

found to be associated with plant growth potential (Reich el al, 1991; Aerts et al,

1992; Reich el al, 1992; Ryser, 1996: Schlüpfer & Ryser, 1996). A possible

explanation for this discrepancy is that different selective pressures act at different life

stages and may influence the ontogeny of plants. Ryser & Urbas (in press) suggested,

that in nutrient rich, but undisturbed habitats, last growth and an associated low tissue

mass density may be appropriate for young plants. In contrast, mature plants may

exhibit characteristics such as a high leaf life-span and a high tissue mass density.

A similar phenomenon has also been suggested for plants tolerating nutrient-poor

soils (Grubb, 1998). Plants may "gear-down" their metabolism and have a low RGR

under low nutrient supply, but change rapidly into a high RGR if nutrient availability

improves.
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The results may also have been influenced by methodological problems, in particular,

the staining method for estimating root turnover may not work well in roots with

impermeable cortex as the stain cannot penetrate to the stele (Ryser, 1996).

Nevertheless, in the present experiment, root turnover measured by the TTC-method

correlated with the totally independent measurements of leaf life-span Ryser & Urbas

(in press), suggesting that the method is reliable. The significant correlations between

the measured values for root turnover with TMD, and with the nitrogen values also

support the reliability of the method.

Life-span and root anatomy

Longevity of roots was not correlated with root thickness, supporting other evidence

that root size and root life-span are independent traits (Ryser, 1998). In fact, proportion

of cell wall in stele was the only anatomical characteristic which correlated with life¬

span of leaves and root turnover. This suggests that the robustness of stele may play an

important role in determining the life-span of roots. A dense stele and cortex together

are important for structural stability (Haberlandt. 1918) and a higher concentration of

cell walls in the stele may contribute to a more rigid root cord, thus protecting roots

against mechanical hazards.

There is some indication that in grasses parts of the cortex die sooner than the

stele (Fusscder, 1987; Eascaris & Deacon. 1991). In such cases the stele is directly

exposed to environmental influences, and a higher proportion of cell wall in the stele

may be important for stability or protection against pathogens and herbivores.

The xy lern characteristics investigated - mean xylem area and the relative xylem

area - were both positively correlated with turnover of roots. There is some indication

that cavitation frequency is higher in xylem conduits of large diameter than in narrow

vessels; such embolisms may be induced by freezing and thawing, and also by

pathogens (Salleo & 1 ogullo. 1986: Linton el al. 1998).

In summary, this study has produced clear evidence of the close relationship which

exists between plant growth characteristics, tissue anatomy and the habitat of a species.

The results also suggest that the structure of stele may play a pivotal role in determing

the longevity of roots. An unexpected finding was that RGR was not correlated with the

parameters expressing life-span of plant tissue, but this may be a result of different life

stages of the plants at which these measurements were conducted.
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4 Effects of light intensity and nutrient supply on root tissue

structure in grasses

Stefan Wahl with Peter Ryser
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4.1 Summary

The capacity of plants to acquire above- or below-ground resources is influenced by leaf

area and root length and there is a close relationship between anatomy and the

acquisition capacity of plant organs. Tissue structure in leaves and roots shows

phenotypic variation in response to resource availability, but little is known about the

response of root tissue mass density (fMD,) and anatomy to different resource

conditions. In this paper we describe an experiment with eight grass species, adapted on

ecological contrasting habitats. We investigated how plant growth, the dry mass to fresh

mass ratio above-ground (DM/FMa), root tissue mass density and root anatomy

responded to variation in light and nutrient conditions. In the discussion we consider to

what extent phenotypic plasticity in these traits might contribute to the plants'

performance.

A high photon flux density (PFD) and high nutrient availability led to both the

production of a high biomass and thick roots. In order to correct for size effects in the

anatomical investigations, root cross-sectional area was taken as a covariate. At 30%

PFD the plants reduced DM/FMa, but there was no reduction in biomass. TMD, was

only reduced, when growth was limited at 5.5% PFD. A shortage in nutrients increased

DM/FM,,, but not TMD,. 'fhe low DMTAI, of plants grown in shade and under high

nutrient supply was a consequence of a higher leaf area ratio (LAR). It is argued that

under these conditions the transpiration capacity is increased and the plants build roots

with a relatively higher transport capacity; this is reflected in larger xylem vessels and a

higher proportion of xylem in the root cross-sectional area. In contrast, higher nutrient

supply did not affect xylem vessels, when grown under 100% PFD, though plants

perhaps produced more axile roots. The reduction in growth under 5.5% PFD resulted in

a smaller proportion of stele and a lower TMD,. We found no evidence that response to

resource limitation in different species correlated with their habitat characteristics.

4.2 Introduction

Plants tend to respond to resource limitation both above- and below-ground by shifting

their partitioning of biomass m such a way that they increase the capture of the

relatively most limiting resource (Bloom et al, 1985; Gedroc el al, 1996). However,

the capacity to acquire resources above- or below-ground is not associated with biomass
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allocation in itself, but with the surface area of leaves (Lambers & Poorter, 1992) and

roots (Ryser, 1998). In addition to biomass allocation, variation in these two traits is

also influenced by the thickness of the respective organs, and by tissue mass density

(Dijkstra & Lambers, 1989; Gamier & Laurent. 1994; Ryser & Lambers, 1995). This

indicates a close association between tissue structure and acquisition capacity of plant

tissue. Thus, phenotypic plasticity in tissue structure and organs is likely to have a

strong influence on the capacity of plants to acquire resources.

In interspecific comparisons, tissue mass density in leaves and roots has been

found to be one of the main predictors of the performance of plant species along

gradients of resource availability (Wilson et al, 1999); in general species with low

tissue mass density in their leaves and roots are associated with conditions of high

nutrient availability. Thus, plants adapted to high nutrient environments can achieve the

same leaf area or root length with less structural material than plants originating from

poor habitats (Ryser, 1998).

Tissue mass density is determined by several anatomical traits. In leaves,

interspecific variation in tissue mass density has been found to be associated with

changes in the proportion of cell walls and the percentage of sclcrcnchyma in leaf cross-

sections (Gamier & Laurent. 1994; Van Arendonk & Poorter. 1994). A high tissue mass

density in roots is correlated with a high proportion of stele, a high proportion of cell

wall in the stele and a tracheary system composted of relatively small xylem vessels

(Chapter 2).

Besides interspecific variation, the tissue structure of leaves also shows

phenotypic variation in response to resource availability. Plants can adapt their

photosynthetic capacity to the local conditions by producing thicker leaves containing

more photosy nthetie active tissue under high light intensities or by producing more leaf

area per unit dry matter in shade and by reducing the amount of sclerenchymatous tissue

(Björkman. 1981; Slrauss-Debenedetti & Bazzaz. 1991; Thompson c/ al, 1992). Leaves

produced under conditions of low nutrient supply tend to contain a higher amount of

sclercnchymatious tissue (Van Arendonk et al, 1997).

There have been few studies of phenotypic variation in roots. However,

considerations of both above- and below-ground anatomical traits are essential when

trade-offs with respect to resource balance are discussed. It is known that plants tend to

produce roots with higher tissue mass density as a response to low nitrogen supply
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(Ryser & Lambers, 1995). Recently it has been shown that changes in root anatomical

characteristics may be part of changing light intensity (Ryser & Eek 2000). In the study

of Ryser & Eek (2000) plants grown under low light intensity allocated less biomass to

roots compared to plants grown under high light intensity, but the total root length and

also nutrient uptake remained the same, 'fhe plants grown under low light had a high

specific root length though it is not known whether this was a consequence of altered

tissue density, or root diameter, or both.

The aim of our study was to investigate how root tissue structure responds to

variation in above and below-ground resources. If there are responses, to what extent

can they be understood as a contribution to enhancing the plant"s performance under

such conditions? In order to investigate these question we compared the growth of

several grass species from ecological contrasting habitats under a variety of nutrient and

light conditions. We chose to work with grasses, because they have a comparatively

uniform growth form, but exhibit a wide variation in ecological behaviour.

4.3 Materials and Methods

Treatments and design of the experiment

The study was conducted with a total of eight grass species belonging to the two genera

Bromus and Poa. The species chosen in both genera included both annual (Bromus

slerilis. Bromus leclorum and Poa annua) and perennial species (Bromus ereclus, Poa

anguslifolia, Poa nemoralis, Poa pratensis and Poa trivialis). Furthermore, the natural

habitats of the species chosen cover a wide range of ecological conditions with respect

to nutrients and light. Seeds were collected from populations in the Swiss Mittelland or

were obtained from suppliers (Poa trivial s and Poa annua). They were sown on perlite

in a greenhouse. After germination seedlings were transplanted into I liter polyethene

bags (depth 32 cm, width 6.4 cm) containing quartz sand of 0.1-0.7 mm grain size.

Small holes in the lower part of the bags ensured drainage.

Six treatments with three photon flux densities (PFD) and two values of nutrient

supply were used in a factorial design. PFD was varied using tents (3 x 4 x 2.3m)

covered on all sides with aluminium coated shade cloth (Ludwig Svensson, Kinna,

Sweden): OLS 60 was used to achieve 30% of full daylight and a combination of OLS

80 and black plastic net to achieve 5.5 % PFD. Shading treatments were replicated in
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two blocks. The measured mean values for the two levels of shading were 30.4 ± 0.4 %

and 5.5 ± 0.2 % of the unshaded treatment. 'Tests showed that influence of the shade-

cloth temperature and humidity conditions, was minimal. Further details Tor the

conditions in the shade tents are described in Ryser and Eek (2000).

I he nutrient treatments were designed so that the high treatment was five times

higher than the low treatment. The actual concentrations were (low/high): (18.38/91.92

pmol) KH2P04, (61.32/306.61 pmol) KNCU. (29.43/147.14 pmol) Ca(NOA2.

(16.63/83.14 pmol) MgS04, (0.01/0.04 pmol) CuS04x5H20, (0.003/0.02 pmol)

ZnS04x7H20, (0.07/0.37 pmol) MnCl2x4H2Ü, (0.19/0.95 pmol) H3BCm, (0.002/0.01

pmol) Na2Mo04x2H20, (0.01/0.04 pmol) 1 eChx6TLO and (0.01/0.05 pmol) tartaric

acid. 'I he nutrients were supplied in form of weekly additions of 90 ml diluted

Hoagland solution. For the first week after planting all plants received the low nutrient

treatment, and subsequently the different nutrient treatments were initiated. To avoid

any treatment effects on water availability, the polyethenc bags were placed in trays,

which were filled with water up to 3 cm in depth. Thus a continuous water supply for

the plants was ensured by capillary movement of water.

Tissue mass density and anatomy

The plants were harvested on 25th June 1997 after a growth period of seven weeks and

were separated into above-ground biomass and roots. Fresh mass of above-ground parts

was measured immediately after harvest and dry mass after drying at 70 °C for at least

24 h.

In order to measure tissue mass density of the roots one nodal root was selected

per plant and rinsed with tap water in order to remove the sand. We cut one piece of

approximately 3 cm in length from the middle of the root. A subsample of

approximately 2 cm in length was stored in 70% ethanol being used for anatomical

studies. The other I cm piece was used to determine tissue mass density. For this

purpose, root diameter was measured using a light microscope. The roots were assumed

to be cylindrical and the volumes were estimated by multiplying the cross-sectional area

by the length. The root samples were dried at 70 °C for at least 24 h and the dry mass

was then determined to a precision of - 2 pg using an analytical balance (Mettler

Toledo MT 5). Root tissue mass density was then calculated as dry mass per volume

(mg mm").
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For anatomical examinations the root pieces were embedded in 2-

hydroxyethylmethacrylate (FIEMA), also known as GMA (ïgersheim & Cichocki,

1996). Slices 4 urn thick were cut with a microtome. In order to distinguish cell walls

from the background, the material was stained with Toluidin Blue, which stains lignin

blue-green and cellulose purple or red-violet (O'Brien el al, 1964). Digital images of

fhe sections examined were obtained by a light microscopy at 100 and 200fold

magnification using a video camera (JVC TK 1280) connected to a computer.

With the aid of an image analysis program we determined the cross-sectional area

of the whole root as well as the areas of the stele and cortex; we also measured the area

of large meta xy lem vessels (Chapter 2. Fig. 2.1) by tracing the outlines with the cursor.

Based on these measurements, we also calculated the ratios of the stele and xylem

area to fhe root cross-sectional area and the number of xylem vessels. Additionally, we

determined the proportion of cell wall in the cross-sectional area of stele.

Statistical analysis

Above-ground dry mass, the ratio of dry mass to fresh mass of above-ground biomass,

tissue mass density of roots and all measured anatomical traits of roots were analyzed

using a three-factorial ANOVA, in which species and the treatments of light and

nutrients were the factors.

A log-transformation was used for size data, while quotients were arc sine-

transformed and a square root-transformâtion was used for count data (Sokal & Rohlf.

1995). The separate plots for each light treatment were used as the split-plot factor. In

order to correct for size effects, log-transformed dry mass of above-ground plant parts

was used as a covariate in the ANOVA with DM47Ma and cross-sectional area of roots

as dependent parameters. For the other root parameters log-transformed cross-sectional

area was used as a covariate.

For the statistical analysis .TMP version 3.2.2 (SAS Institute Inc. 1997) was used.

Image analysis was performed on a Macintosh computer using the public domain NIH

Image program version 1.62 (developed at the U.S. National Institutes of Health and

available on the Internet).
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4.4 Results

Interspecific variaiion in plasticity

There were no significant species \ nutrient interactions among the grasses studied for

any of the anatomical characteristics (7^0.05, Table 1). In contrast, several parameters

showed a significant species \ light interaction, indicating interspecific differences in

the light response (P<0.05. Table 4.1). Characteristics which showed such an

interaction were above-ground biomass. above-ground dry to fresh mass ratio

(DM/FMa), root cross-sectional area and the area of xylem as a proportion of the cross-

sectional area (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.1).

In the case of DM/FMtl, all species showed the same tendency for dry mass ratio to be

higher in full daylight. A slight variation between species in the strength of the response

was the cause of a significant species \ light interaction. Thus, Bromus ereclus had very

thick roots in full daylight and moderate shade, but root cross-sectional area was sharply

reduced at 5.5% PFD. In contrast to the other species, the proportion of xylem in Poa

Irivialis and Poa pratensis was highest under 30% PFD.
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Table 4.1 F and P values of ANOVA for above-ground biomass, dry mass per above-ground

biomass, tissue mass density in roots and various anatomical traits in roots with the factors

species, light and nutrients. Log dry mass above-ground or log cs-arca were used as covariate. A

nested ANOVA with blocks nested within light showed no significant block effect. DM,, = Dry

mass above-ground. DM/FM, = Dry mass to fresh mass ratio above-ground, TDM, = Tissue

mass density in roots. Cs-area - cross-sectional area in roots. Transformations: ''natural

logarithm. 2larc sine, "square root- transformation.

Para- Spe- Light Nut- L*N Sp*L Sp*N Log Log

meters cies rients DMa Cs-

area

(df--7) (df-2) (df=l) (df-2) (df= 14) (df=7) (df= 1) (df= 1)

DM,," F 91.42 64.78 198.29 45.83 5.56 1.88

P 0.001 0.003 -0.001 <0.001 -0.001 0.073

DM/FM ,' F 39.97 186.03 14.78 0.82 3.16 1.28 25.21

P -.0.001 O.001 O.001 0.443 -0.001 0.258 O.001

TDM, F
/"> —, J-J 26.06 0.00 0.07 0.82 0.35 2.04

P <0.001 0.003 0.975 0.932 0.651 0.930 0.15

Cs-arca() F 10.91 1.53 0.80 0.71 3.18 1.23 16.75

P <0.00l 0.317 0.371 0.494 O.001 0.2849 O.001

Prop. F 39.97 12.41 0.021 2.29 2.04 1.53 3.81

stcle2) P < 0.001 -0.019 0.885 0.103 0.016 0.159 0.052

Prop, cell F 4.12 1.31 0.37 0.19 0.78 0.88 4.15

wall St.2) P O.001 0.369 0.542 0.825 0.688 0.525 0.043

Stele cell F 11.84 18.79 0.044 1.81 1.63 1.517 82.03

(n)3) P -0.001 0.002 0.835 0.166 0.072 0.16 <0.001

Stele cell F 9.96 11.64 0.70 0.27 1.77 0.75 62.38
area11

P -0.001 0.007 0.405 0.760 0.044 0.612 O.001

Prop. F 45.99 7,56 8.75 0.59 3.18 1.22 2.12

xylem
2)

P <().()() 1 0.054 0.003 0.555 -0.001 0.293 0.15

Mean \>l. F 7.73 12.53 0.13 3.34 1.18 1.65 85.31
vcs. arcan

P <0.00l 0.018 0.721 0.037 0.291 0.123 <0.001

Xy Jem F 26.52 0.91 2.64 1.33 1.26 1.01 44.14

ves. (n)
' P -0.001 0.483 0.106 0.266 0.235 0.426 O.001
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Figure 4.1 Norms of reaction of anatomical traits in roots of eight grass species grown under

5.5%, 30 % and 100 % photon flux density (PFD). (a) dry mass to fresh mass ratio in above-

ground tissue (DM/TVf). (b) root cross-sectional area, (c) proportion of xylem on root cross-

sectional area and (d) stele cell area, (feast squares means (TSV1) out of ANOVA in Table hi)

Above-ground biomass production and dry mass content

Both the nutrient and the light treatments had significant effects on the above-ground

dry mass (DM,,), and there was a significant interaction between these two factors

(Table 4.1). Increased nutrient supply always enhanced plant growth, but the extent of

this enhancement was dependent on photon (lux density (Fig. 4.2). In full daylight and

at 30 % PFD, the above-ground biomass was more than threefold higher under high

nutrient supply than under the low nutrient treatment, whereas at 5.5% PFD the above-
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ground biomass increase only doubled. Shading at 5.5% PFD level reduced the above-

ground biomass by a factor of three compared with the full light treatment, but in the

intermediate shading treatment above-ground biomass was significantly increased

(P-0.05,Fig. 4.2, Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.2 Reaction of above-ground tissue on light and nutrients: Reaction of (a) above-

ground dry mass (DM,) and (b) Dry mass content in above-ground tissue (DM/FMA on three

different light levels (PFD) and two different nutrient levels. PFDs: filled symbols: 5.5 %,
hatched symbols: 30 %. open symbols: 100%:. Nutrient treatments: + high nutrient treatment,
- low nutrient treatment, (feast squares means (TSM) l 1 SE out of ANOVA in Table 4.1).

The dry mass to fresh mass ratio in the above-ground tissue (DM/FM,,) was

significantly influenced by both nutrient and light treatments (PO.05, Table 4.1). The

effects of light and nutrients were contrasting: a decrease in PFD resulted in a decreased

DM/FM,„ whereas a decrease in nutrient supply increased DM/FMa (Fig. 4.2). Although

the above-ground biomass was not reduced between the full daylight and 30 % PFD. a

significant response in above-ground tissue could be observed; the DM/FM,, was

significantly higher under the full light treatment (P<0.05, Table 4.2). DM/FMa also

increased under 5.5% PFD compared to the 30% PhD treatment (P-0.05, Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.3 Reaction of (a) cross-sectional area and (b) root tissue mass density (TMD,) on

three different light levels (PI D) and two different nutrient levels. PFDs: filled symbols: 5.5%,

hatched symbols: 30 %. open symbols: 100%;. Nutrient treatments: F high nutrient treatment.

- low nutrient treatment, (feast squares means (LSM) s= 1 SB out of ANOVA in Table 4.1).

Root analomv

The cross-sectional area of axile roots was significantly dependent on plant size, larger

plants having thicker roots (Table 4.1. P<0.05): through their effect on biomass, light

and nutrients also influenced root cross-sectional area. However, the effect of treatment

disappears, when above-ground biomass is used as a covariate in the ANOVA (Table

4.1).

Most anatomical characteristics correlated significantly with root cross-sectional

area (PO.05). Only root tissue mass density (TMD,) and the proportion of stele were

independent of root thickness (Table 4.1). In order to observe changes in anatomy

independently from size effects, measurements of anatomical traits were corrected for

root cross-sectional area. Despite a significant influence of nutrients on plant growth,

most anatomical characteristics only showed a significant response to light treatments,

following correction for root cross-sectional area (Table 4.1).

The responses of root anatomical characteristics to a reduction in light were

different from the step between 100% PFD and 30 % PFD compared to that from

between 30% PFD to 5.5% PFD (Fig. 4.2, 4.3. 4.4 and 4.5). Between 100% and 30 %

PFD there was no significant difference in cross-sectional area (P>0.05, Table 4.2), but

the proportion of stele was significantly higher in the moderate shade (PO.05, Table

4.2). This effect was attributed both to larger parenchyma cells in stele, as well as to

larger xy lern vessels: there was no difference in the number of cells and vessels under

moderate shade. As a consequence of the larger xylem vessels, the area of xylem

expressed as a proportion of the cross-sectional area, was significantly higher (PO.05,
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Table 4.2). The proportion of cell wall in the stele decreased slightly in intermediate

shade, but the difference was not significant. TMD, was lower in the 30% than in the

100 %> treatment, but this tendency was also not significant (PO.05, Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.4 Reaction of stele characteristics to light and nutrients: (a) area of stele as a

proportion of root cross-sectional area, (b) proportion of cell wall m stele, (c) number of stele

cells. PI Ds: filled symbols: 5.5%. hatched symbols: i(l %. open symbols: 100%:. Nutrient

treatments: + high nutrient treatment. - low nutrient treatment, (feast squares means (LSM) i 1

SE out of ANOVA in Table 4. D.

Stele cell number decreased significantly between moderate shade and 5.5%o PFD and

stele area was thus smaller under the lower light intensity. As the cross-sectional area

was not influenced in shade, the proportion of stele was also lower in plants grown

under 5.5% PFD (Table 4.2. Fig 4.3). Moreover, the proportion of cell wall in the stele

did not change, but TMD, was significantly lower under the lower light level (PO.05,

Tabic 4.2, Fig. 4.2 and 4.3). There were no differences in the characteristics of the

xylem between the two lower light levels (Table 4.2. Tig. 4.4).
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In contrast to light, the nutrient treatments had a significant effect only on the

proportion of xylem after correction for root cross-sectional area (PO.05, Table 4.1).

Root cross-sectional area showed a tendency to increase w ith increasing nutrient supply,

but this trend was not significant (PO.05. fable 4.1. Fig. 4.2). However, there was a

significant increase in the proportion of xylem (PO.05, Fig. 4.4). Furthermore, in the

two shaded treatments mean xylem vessel area was increased by nutrient supply, but

under full davlisfht nutrients had no effect (Fia. 4.4).
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Table 4.2 F and P values for contrasts between 100% and 30% and 30% and 5.5% photon
flux density (PFD) offcast square means out of the ANOVA in 'fable 4.1, df-1. Abbreviations

see Table 4.1.

parameters contrasts

_____

3Ö%-5.5%

PFD PFD

DMa

F

11.68

P

0.046

F

189.62

P

0.001

DM/FMi 148.23 0.001 77.74 0.001

TDM, 3.98 0.109 31.84 0.003

Cross-sectional area 0.35 0.585 1.62 0.269

Proportion stele 17.37 0.014 17.93 0.013

Prop, cell wall stele 1.68 0.267 0.11 0.759

Stele cell number 4.27 0.083 37.26 0.001

Stele cell area 17.12 0.005 0.25 0.635

Proportion xylem 11.97 0.032 0.02 0.884

Mean xyl. vessel area 9.27 0.037 5.35 0.080

Xyl.vessel, number 1.08 0.368 1.50 0.301

4.5 Discussion

Resource limitation had two major effects on the anatomy of grass roots: firstly, it led to

modifications of the water conducting system, and secondly, tissue with lower

construction costs was produced. The first effect was already evident at 30% photon

fiux density (PFD) although growth was not reduced compared to 100% PFD. 'The

second effect was promoted especially at 5.5% PFD. where the deep shade had reduced

biomass production.

Xylem characteristic s

Xylem vessel area has a major influence on transport capacity as, according to the

law of Hagen-Poiseuille, the transport capacity of a pipe increases with the fourth power

of the pipe diameter. The most efficient way to increase conductivity is thus to increase
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the diameter of a vessel rather than producing more vessels in one root or by producing

new roots. In shade, roots were produced with a higher water conducting capacity per

unit cross-sectional area. The effect was due to the development of larger single xylem

vessels so that the tracheary system accounted for a higher proportion of the cross-

sectional area. The higher conductance may indicate a higher water demand by shaded

plants. Assuming that the response is adaptative, this raises the question of why there

should be a higher water demand in shade. It is well known that under low light

conditions plants strongly increase their leaf area ratio, and simultaneously reduce their

biomass allocation to roots (Rice & Bazzaz. 1989; Ryser & Tambcrs. 1995). For

example, Ryser and Eek (2000) found a leaf area ratio (TAR) of up to three times higher

under 5.5% PFD than under full day light conditions, when root mass ratio (RMR)

increased up to three times. It can thus be assumed that a higher relative transport

capacity is required as the transpiring surface increases but the amount of roots

decreases.

The higher proportion of xylem under high nutrient supply can also be understood

in terms of need for an increased transport capacity. At high nutrient supply the plants

were bigger and invested relatively more in leaf area.

High nutrients led to an increased mean xy lern vessel diameter in moderate shade, but

there was no response under full daylight. It may be that under optimal nutrient and

carbon availability the plants could produce more axile roots in order to achieve a better

supply of water and nutrients. Under full daylight this may have increased the

proportion of thick roots with high nutrient supply (Ryser 1998).

In terms of material costs it is more efficient to increase the conductivity of a single root

cord rather than to build further main roots. This may explain also the higher area of

single xylem vessels in shade and the effect of high nutrient supply under these

conditions.

Plasticity m TMD,

The interspecific differences in IMD, can be explained to a large extent by variation in

root anatomy. I he proportion of stele and the cell w all content in the stele were found to

be positively correlated with fMD, (Chapter 2). We also found considerable phenotypic

plasticity in TMD,. a lower light intensity being associated with a lower TMD,. This
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variation was reflected in anatomical differences and particularly in the proportion of

stele which varied according to light conditions.

The size of the stele depends on the size and number of stele cells. Due to changes

in their characteristics the proportion of stele was higher in moderate shade than in full

daylight or full shade. This trend is not consistent with that of TMD,, which decreased

slightly in moderate shade and was considerably smaller In full shade. Stele parenchyma

cells, like the xylem vessels, were generally larger in shade. However, in deep shade,

where growth was limited, there were fewer stele cells and thus the proportion of stele

was also lower. If is striking that light did not have an effect on proportion of cell wall

in the stele, although it affected the other characteristics of stele cells. Hence, only

under full shade, can a lower IMD, be attributed, at least in part, to a lower proportion

of stele.

Under conditions of moderate light variation in fMD, may be explained by

factors other than the proportion of stele. Possibly characteristics of the cortex also play

a role. In addition, specific mass of cell walls could have been adapted to the light

conditions. Different specific mass has been found for the walls of stele cells and cortex

cells of corn, carrot and pea (Nagahashi et al. 1994). Alternatively, under high light

intensity the roots could have stored non-structural carbohydrates, as found by Jackson

& Caldwell (1992).

Ecological consequences of changes in roots anatomy

In our study the tissue mass density of leaves was the parameter which reacted most

strongly to the amount of light and nutrients. This confirms resource-based hypotheses

which predict that both a lowering of photosy nthesis and an increase of nutrient supply

lead to a decrease of the dry matter content of tissue (Baas, 1989; FIcrms & Mattson,

1992; Koricheva c7 al. 1998). Such a decrease can be understood as an attempt to

maintain resource acquisition, ev en at the expense of lower protection.

A reduction in resource availability influenced tissue mass density in the roots

much less than in above-ground parts of the plants, fwo main reasons for fhe stronger

response of leaves seems to be possible. First, leaves may be more valuable Tor plants

than roots, as energy capture depends on the photosynthetic apparatus in leaves.

yVssociated with the many enzymatic processes involved in photosynthesis, the nutrient

concentration is higher in leaves than in roots (Gamier & Vancacyzeele, 1994). This
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also makes them more attractive for herbivores, placing leaves at a higher potential risk

than roots. In addtion, the leaves are exposed to radiation, which can lead to problems

inducted by high temperatures, high water loss, and high UV-radiation.

Interspecific variation in anatomical response

All eight grass species reacted in a generally similar way to variation in nutrient levels.

Flowever. they showed different reactions to light in some anatomical traits. 'This is a

further indication that light has a larger influence on anatomy than nutrients, though the

differences were not consistent among the species investigated. 'Thus, there was no

indication for a consistent relationship between the ecological characteristics of a

species and its reaction to shade. Although it has been frequently postulated that

differences in the plastic response of plants nutrient availability may reflect their

ecological behaviour (Crick & Grime, 1987; Grime el al, 1991), no convincing

evidence for this suggestion has yet been produced (Reynolds & D'Antonio. 1996).

Conclusions

Resource limitation had a much stronger effect on above-ground tissue mass density

than on tissue mass density of roots. Changes in root anatomy can be interpreted at a

whole plant level as consequences of responses in the above-ground structure to

resource limitation. Reduction of nutrients and light had contrasting effects on anatomy,

though both the lowest light and nutrient levels limited growth. Thus, under shade

conditions plants increased their leaf area and produced a relatively larger transpiring

surface. Litis was associated with an increase in the water conducting capacity of roots.

Only a strong reduction in light intensity had an effect on the carbon economy of the

root system« as in moderate shade the plants were obviously able to compensate for the

reduced irradiance. We suggest that under strong shade plants tend to maximise

assimilation even of the cost of producing less protected tissues. Conditions of high

light intensity may present their own hazards, which helps to explain a high tissue mass

density, especially of leaves. I he species in the study differed in their anatomical

responses to light limitation, but there was no consistent pattern which can be related to

the habitat conditions in which the plants typically occur.
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The results presented in this thesis show that interspecific variation in tissue mass

density of roots in grasses was closely associated with the variation in growth behaviour

and with the life-span in leaves and roots. Furthermore, availability of light and

nutrients influenced tissue mass density and tissue structure.

Relative growth rate and tissue mass density

In interspecific comparisons, a low tissue mass density, i.e. a low biomass investment

per volume of tissue, was associated with fast growth while a high tissue mass density

was associated with slow growth. We found this relationship for leaves and for roots

(Chapter 2). For leaves, this relationship has been well established (Reich et al, 1991;

Gamier & Laurent. 1994). whereas the relationship between root tissue mass density

( fMD,) and growth behaviour had only been postulated from data on a small number of

species (Ryser, 1996; Schlüpfer & Ryser, 1996). From the data presented here it seems

clear that above- and below-ground traits both reflect the ecological characteristics of a

species in a similar way. On the assumption that a low relative growth reflects the

species adaptation to resource limitation in its characteristic habitat (Grime, 1977;

Chapin III, 1980), a high tissue mass density can generally be interpreted as an

adaptation to environments with low resource availability.

Tissue mass density, growth and resource limitation

Besides interspecific variation among species to different resource availabilities, root

tissue mass density shows variation also as a response to the actual growth conditions.

This response, however, does not necessarily reflect the growth limitation by these

resources. Nutrient shortage did not influence IMD,. although growth was affected,

whereas shading lead to changes in root anatomy even before growth limitation

occurred. The first consequence of reduced light was a more economic use of biomass,

but without influencing growth: only under conditions oC deep shade was growth

reduced. Thus, in moderate shade the plants could compensate for the lower light

availability by producing leaves with a low dry mass content. Hence, a low tissue mass

density caused by light limitation can be interpreted as a response to maintain growth

under conditions of carbon shortaae.
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Phenotypic plasticity and interspecific variation in tissue structure

The influence of resource limitation on tissue mass density and root anatomy differed

between interspecific and intraspecific comparisons. In the interspecific comparisons it

was the proportion of cell walls in the stele and the proportion of the stele for itself

which were found to determine TMD,. A high proportion of a dense stele means a high

amount of structure per unit volume and thus a high TMD,. Additionally, xylem

characteristics were associated with TMD,, smaller and more numerous xylem vessels

being associated with a higher fMD, (Chapter 2).

In contrast, the phenotypic variation in TMD, caused by limitation in light can be

interpreted at the whole plant level as a response to changes in above-ground structures.

TMD, was not mirrored in proportion of the stele or cell walls in the stele, but in

amount of xylem and cell size Hence, relatively larger xylem vessels in roots reflected a

relatively higher leaf area, presumably as a compensatory adaptation to lower light

conditions. Consequently, stele size was also higher under shade conditions. Only in

deep shade, when light limited growth, a low proportion of stele was consistently

associated with a low TMD,. Nevertheless, even under these conditions the organization

of xylem also reflected a more economic use of structural materials (Chapter 3).

Tissue mass density, RGR and turnover

Besides the correlation with RGR. TMD, was related to leaf life-span and to turnover in

roots confirming the central role of tissue mass density in conservation of nutrients.

However, there are practical difficulties in measuring root turnover and the reliability of

many methods has been questioned (Bloomiield et al, 1996; Eissenstat & Yanai, 1997).

In our experiment, the results obtained by the 'TTC-method were correlated with

independent measurements of leaf life-span (Ryser & Urbas, in press) suggesting that

the method is reasonably reliable. Turthermore. both measures of life-span correlated

with TMD, and with nitrogen values (Chapter 3).

To our knowledge this is the first work to demonstrate for such a large number of

species the close relationships between root turnover, tissue mass density in roots, roof

anatomy and the species habitat. An unexpected result was that neither measurement of

life-span correlated with relative growth rate (RGR). It may be that changes in RGR

during the ontogeny of grasses were responsible for this discrepancy: there is indication

that species with a low tissue mass density and fast growth as seedlings may change
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their strategy as mature plants and have a high tissue mass density with long living

tissue as mature plants (Grubb, 1998; Ryser & Urbas, in press).

Experimental studies of root longevity under varying conditions of resource

availability are scarce, but there is evidence that resource availability affects root

turnover. For light limitation the findings are contradictory; resource limitation was

found to prolong the life-span of tissues, but also to reduce life-span of roots and leaves.

Also here different effects of light and nutrients became obvious.

While a high nutrient supply seems to reduce the life-span of roots (Pregitzer el

al, 1995; Majdi & Nylund. 1996), fhe role of CO2 as a resource is not yet clear. It is

known, that under high C(f more carbon is allocated to roots. According to Pregitzer

(1995) and Fitter el al. (1997) this is associated with shorter life-spans of roots. There

also exist different opinions about the effect of light intensity on life-span. Williams

(1989) found a higher life-span for leaves grown in shade than under full sun light,

whereas Ryser (1998) found that autumn and winter mortality is lower in roots under

high light levels than in roots grown in shade. 1 he latter would confirm our findings,

assuming that the close association between a high tissue mass density and longevity

also applies for plastic response to high light.

Root anatomy and ils relationship to relative growth rate and root turnover

In interspecific comparisons, 'fMD, was determined by a set of anatomical

characteristics, but only some of these were correlated with RGR, turnover or longevity

of leaves. Because of interrelations between the parameters, single relationships must be

interpreted with caution; thus it remains uncertain whether or not tissue mass density

per se is related to RGR or longevity.

For example we found a significant correlation between TMD, and the proportion

of cell walls in stele. Despite this significant result (PO.05), variation in the proportion

of cell walls in the stele was too small to account for the variation in TMD, alone

(Chapter 2.). This leads to the conclusion that another factor which is related to both

traits must be responsible for the correlation. In chapter 3 we suggest that this factor

may be turnover of roots; turnover correlated with both, TMD, and the proportion of

cell walls in stele. Both characteristics are associated with more robust roots and thus

may be responsible for a longer life-span (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3).
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Relative xylem vessel area was the only anatomical characteristic which was correlated

with TMD,, RGR and root turnover. Here, perhaps, RGR and turnover are responsible

for the correlation of this trait with TMD,, since its contribution to tissue mass density is

probably small. In contrast, the correlation with RGR can be explained by a relatively

high transport capacity in broader vessels (Chapter 2) and the correlation with turnover

by a lower risk of cavitation in narrow v esscls (Chapter 3). Variation in the other xylem

characteristics may be partly associated with differences in RGR and TMD,, but no

correlation with root turnover has been found.

Within the variation caused by phenotypic plasticity, the proportion of cell walls

in the stele was not related to TMD, (Chapter 4). fhis possibly indicates the pivotal role

of this trait for root functioning. It may be important to maintain the proportion of cell

walls in the stele and plants do not lower "stele density"' even under conditions of

carbon shortage in the shade. It is also possible that variation in cell wall content in the

stele makes rather little differences to the carbon budget of a plant, as explained above

and thus plants can afford to do this.

In conclusion, differences in the growth behaviour and thus in ecological

characteristics of grass species were closely related to tissue mass density in roots and

the anatomical traits which influenced it. In the interspecific comparisons we found

strong indications for a general trade-off between maximization of growth rate and

nutrient conservation. This was reflected in the dichotomy' between low tissue mass

density associated with fast growth and high tissue mass density associated with the

conservation of tissue and a low turnover. A low tissue mass density caused by low

light and consequently carbon shortage can be interpreted as a more economic use of

structural in order to maintain growth. It caused at least a higher dry mass content in

above-ground parts of the plants indicating a higher priority given to leaves.
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